Digitization of music has led to easier access to different forms music across the globe. Increasing work pressure denies the necessary time to listen and evaluate music for a creation of a personal music library. One solution might be developing a music search engine or recommendation system based on different moods. In fact mood label is considered as an emerging metadata in the digital music libraries and online music repositories. In this paper, we proposed mood taxonomy for Hindi songs and prepared a mood annotated lyrics corpus based on this taxonomy. We also annotated lyrics with positive and negative polarity. Instead of adopting a traditional approach to music mood classification based solely on audio features, the present study describes a mood classification system from lyrics as well by combining a wide range of semantic and stylistic features extracted from textual lyrics. We also developed a supervised system to identify the sentiment of the Hindi song lyrics based on the above features. We achieved the maximum average F-measure of 68.30% and 38.49% for classifying the polarities and moods of the Hindi lyrics, respectively.
Introduction
Studies on Music Information Retrieval (MIR) have shown moods as a desirable access point to music repositories and collections (Hu and Downie, 2010a) . In the recent decade, much work on western music mood classification has been performed using audio signals and lyrics (Hu and Downie, 2010a; Mihalcea and Strapparava, 2012) . Studies indicating contradictory emphasis of lyrics or audio in predicting music moods are prevalent in literature (Hu and Downie, 2010b) . Indian music considered as one of the oldest musical traditions in the world. Indian music can be divided into two broad categories, "classical" and "popular" (Ujlambkar and Attar, 2012) . Further, classical music tradition of India has two main variants; namely Hindustani and Carnatic. The prevalence of Hindustani classical music is found largely in north and central parts of India whereas Carnatic classical music dominates largely in the southern parts of India.
Indian popular music, also known as Hindi Bollywood music or Hindi music, is mostly present in Hindi cinemas or Bollywood movies. Hindi is one of the official languages of India and is the fourth most widely spoken language in the World 1 . Hindi or Bollywood songs make up 72% of the total music sales in India (Ujlambkar and Attar, 2012). Unfortunately, not much computational and analytical work has been done in this area.
Therefore, mood taxonomy especially for Hindi songs has been introduced here in order to closely investigate the role played by lyrics in music mood classification. The lyrics corpus is annotated in two steps. In the first step, mood is annotated based on the listener's perspective. In the second step, the same corpus is annotated with polarity based on the reader's perspective. Further, we developed a mood classification system by incorporating different semantic and textual stylistic features extracted from the lyrics. In addition, we also developed a polarity classification system based on the above features.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews related work on music mood classification. Section 3 introduces the proposed mood classes. The detailed annotation process and the dataset used in the study have been described in Section 4. Section 5 describes the features of the lyrics used in the experiments, which is followed by the results obtained so far and our findings and further prospect are discussed in Section 6. Finally Section 7 concludes and suggests the future work.
Related Work
Dataset and Taxonomy: Preparation of an annotated dataset requires the selection of proper mood classes to be used. With respect to Indian music, limited work on mood detection by considering audio features has been reported till today. Koduri and Indurkhya (2010) worked on the mood classification of South Indian Classical music, i.e. Carnatic music. The main goal of their experiment was to verify the raagas that really evoke a particular rasa(s) (emotion) specific to each user. They considered the taxonomy consisting of ten rasas e.g., Srungaram (Romance, Love) , Hasyam (Laughter, Comedy) . Among the various audio-based approaches tested at MIREX, spectral features and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers were widely used and found quite effective (Hu and Downie, 2010a) . The "Emotion in Music" task was started in the year 2014 at MediaEval Benchmark Workshop. In the above task, the arousals and valence scores were estimated continuously in 2 www.music-ir.org/mirex/wiki/MIREX_HOME time for every music piece using several regression models 3 . Notable work on music mood classification using audio features can be found on several music categories, such as Hindi music (Ujlambkar and Attar, 2012; Patra et al., 2014a Patra et al., , 2014b , Hindustani classical music (Velankar and Sahasrabuddhe, 2012) and Carnatic classical music (Koduri and Indurkhya, 2010) .
Mood Classification from Lyric Features: Multiple experiments have been carried out on western music mood classification based on bag of words (BOW), emotion lexicons and other stylistic features (Zaanen and Kanters, 2010; Hu and Downie, 2010a, 2010b) .
Multi-modal Music Mood Classification: Much literature on mood classification on western music has been published based on both audio and lyrics (Hu and Downie, 2010) . The system developed by Yang and Lee, (2004) is often regarded as one of the earliest studies on combining lyrics and audio features to develop a multimodal music mood classification.
To the best of our knowledge, Indian music mood classification based on lyrics has not been attempted yet. Moreover, in context to Indian music, multi-modal music mood classification also has not been explored either.
Taxonomy
In context to the western music, the Adjective list (Hevner, 1936 ), Russell's circumplex model (Russell, 1980) and MIREX taxonomy are the most popular mood taxonomies used by several worldwide researchers in this arena. Though, several mood taxonomies have been proposed by different researchers, all such psychological models were proposed in laboratory settings and thus were criticized for the lack of social context of music listening (Hu, 2010; Laurier et al., 2009) . Russell (1980) proposed the circumplex model of affect (consisting of 28 affect words) based on the two dimensions denoted as "pleasantunpleasant" and "arousal-sleep" (as shown in Figure 1 ). The most well-known example of such taxonomy is the Valence-Arousal (V-A) representation which has been used in several previous experiments (Soleymani et al., 2013) . Valence indicates positive versus negative polarity whereas arousal indicates the intensity of moods.
We opted to use Russel's circumplex model by clustering the similar affect words (as shown in Figure 1 ). For example, we have considered the affect words calm, relaxed, and satisfied together to form one mood class i.e., Calm, denoted as Class_Ca. The present mood taxonomy contains five mood classes with three subclasses in each.
One of the main reasons of developing such taxonomy was to collect similar songs and cluster them into a single mood class. Preliminary observations showed significant invariability in case of audio features of the subclasses over its corresponding main or coarse class. Basically the preliminary observations of annotation are related with the psychological factors that influence the annotation process while annotating a piece of music after listening to the song. For example, a happy and a delighted song have high valence, whereas an aroused and an excited songs have high arousal. The final mood taxonomy used in our experiment is shown in Table 1 . 
Dataset Annotation Perspective based on Listeners and Readers
Till date, there is no such mood annotated lyrics corpus available on the web. In the present work, we collected the lyrics data from different web archives corresponding to the audio data that was developed by Patra et al. (2013) . Some more lyrics were added as per the increment of the audio data in Patra et al. (2013) . The lyrics are basically written in Romanized English characters. The pre-requisite resources like Hindi sentiment lexicons and stopwords are available in utf-8 character encoding. Thus, we transliterated the Romanized English lyric to utf-8 characters using the transliteration tool available in the EILMT project 4 . As we observed several errors in the transliteration process and hence corrected the mistakes manually.
It has to be mentioned that we have only used the coarse grain classes for all of our experiments. Also to be noted that, we started annotating the lyrics at the same time of annotating their corresponding audio files by listening to them. All of the annotators were undergraduate students worked voluntarily and belong to the age group of 18-24. Each of the songs was annotated by five annotators. We achieved the interannotator agreement of 88% for the lyrics data annotated with five coarse grain mood classes (as mentioned in bold face in Table 1 ). While annotating the songs, we observed that the confusions occur between the pair of mood classes like "Class_An and Class_Ex", "Class_Ha and Class_Ex" and "Class_Sa and Class_Ca" as these classes have similar acoustic features.
To validate the annotation in a consistent way, we tried to assign our proposed coarse mood classes (e.g., Class_Ha) to a lyric after reading its lexical contents. But, it was too difficult to annotate a lyric with such coarse mood classes as a lyric of a single song may contain multiple emotions within it. On the other hand, the annotators felt different emotions while listening to audio and reading its corresponding lyrics, separately. For example, Bhaag D.K.Bose Aandhi Aayi 5 is annotated as Calss_An while listening to it, whereas annotated as Class_Sa while reading the corresponding lyric. Therefore, in order to avoid such problem and confusion, we decided to annotate lyrics with one of the coarse grained sentiment classes, viz. positive or negative.
We calculated the inter-annotator agreement and obtained 95% agreement on the lyrics data annotated with two coarse grained sentiment classes. In order to emphasize the annotation schemes, we could argue that a song is generally considered as positive if it belongs to the happy mood class. But, in our case, we observed a different scenario. Initially, the annotators annotated a lyric with Class_Ha after listening to audio, but, later on, the same annotator annotated the same lyric with negative polarity while finished reading of its contents. Therefore, a few cases where the mood class does not always coincide with the conventional moods at lyrics level (e.g., Class_Ha and positive, Class_An and negative) are identified and we presented a confusion matrix in Table 2 Table 2 . Confusion matrix of two annotation schemes and statistics of total songs.
Classification Framework
We adopted a wide range of textual features such as sentiment Lexicons, stylistic features and ngrams in order to develop the music mood classification framework. We have illustrated all the features below.
Features based on Sentiment Lexicons:
We used three Hindi sentiment lexicons to classify the sentiment words present in the lyrics texts, which are Hindi Subjective Lexicon (HSL) (Bakliwal et al., 2012) , Hindi SentiWordnet (HSW) (Joshi et al., 2010) and Hindi Wordnet Affect (HWA) (Das et al., 2012) . HSL contains two lists, one is for adjectives (3909 positive, 2974 negative and 1225 neutral) and another is for adverbs (193 positive, 178 negative and 518 neutral) . HSW consists of 2168 positive, 1391 negative and 6426 neutral words along with their parts-of-speech (POS) and synset id extracted from the Hindi WordNet. HWA contains 2986, 357, 500, 3185, 801 and 431 words with their parts-of-speech from angry, disgust, fear, happy, sad and surprise classes, respectively. The statistics of the sentiment words found in the whole corpus using three sentiment lexicons are shown in Table 3 .
Text Stylistic Features:
The text stylistic features such as the number of unique words, number of repeated words, number of lines, number of unique lines and number of lines ended with same words were considered in our experiments. Table 3 . Sentiment words identified using HWA, HSL and HSW
Features based on N-grams:
Many researches showed that the N-Gram feature works well for lyrics mood classification (Zaanen and Kanters, 2010) as compared to the stylistic or sentiment features. Thus, we considered Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) scores of up to trigrams as the results get worsen after including the higher order NGrams. However, we removed the stopwords while considering the n-grams and considered the N-Grams having document frequency more than one.
We used the correlation based supervised feature selection technique available in the WEKA 6 toolkit. Finally, we performed our experiments with 10 sentiment features, 13 textual stylistic features and 1561 N-Gram features.
Results and Discussion
Support Vector Machines (SVM) is widely used for the for the western songs lyrics mood classification (Hu et al., 2009; Hu and Downie, 2010a) . Even for the mood classification from audio data at MIREX showed that the LibSVM performed better than the SMO algorithm, KNearest Neighbors (KNN) implemented in the WEKA machine learning software .
To develop the automatic system for mood classification from lyrics, we have used several machine learning algorithms, but the LibSVM implemented in the WEKA tool performs better than the other classifiers available for the classification purpose in our case also. Initially, we tried LibSVM with the polynomial kernel, but the radial basic function kernel gave better results. In order to get reliable accuracy, we have performed 10-fold cross validation for both the systems.
We developed two systems for the data annotated with two different annotation schemes. In the first system, we tried to classify the lyrics into five coarse grained moods classes. In the second system, we classified the polarities (positive or negative) of the lyrics that were assigned to a song only after reading its corresponding lyrics. We have shown the system F-measure in Table 4 .
In Table 4 , we observed that the F-measure of the second system is high compared to the first system. In case of English, the maximum accuracy achieved in Hu and Downie (2010) is 61.72 over the dataset of 5,296 unique lyrics comprising of 18 mood categories. But, in case of Hindi, we achieved F-score of 38.49 only on a dataset of 461 lyrics and with five mood classes. The observations yield the facts that the lyrics patterns for English and Hindi are completely different. We have observed various dissimilarities (w.r.t. singer and instruments) of the Hindi Songs over the English music. There are multiple moods in a Hindi lyric and the mood changes while annotating a song at the time of listening to the audio and reading its corresponding lyric.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing system available for lyrics based mood classification in Hindi. As the lyrics data is developed on the audio dataset in Patra et al., (2013a), thus, we compared our lyrics based mood classification system with the audio based mod classification system developed in the Patra et al., (2013a; 2013b) . Our lyrics based system performed poorly as compared to the audio based systems (accuracies of 51.56% and 48%), although lyrics dataset contain more instances than the audio based system. They divided a song into multiple audio clips of 60 seconds, whereas we considered the total lyrics of a song for our experiment. This may be one of the reasons for the poor performance of the lyrics based mood classification system as the mood varies over a full length song. But in the present task, we performed classification task on a whole lyric. It is also observed that, in context of Hindi songs, the mood aroused while listening to the audio is different from the mood aroused at the time of reading a lyric. The second system achieves the best F-measure of 68.30. We can observe that the polarity all over the music does not change, i.e. if a lyric is positive, then the positivity is observed through the lyric. We also observed that the NGram features yield F-measure of 35.05% and 64.2% alone for the mood and polarity classification systems respectively. The main reason may be that the Hindi is free word order language. The Hindi lyrics are also more free word order than the Hindi language itself as it matches the end of each line.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed mood and polarity classification systems based on the lyrics of the songs. We achieved the best F-measure of 38.49 and 68.3 in case of the mood and polarity classification of Hindi songs, respectively. We also observed that the listener's perspective and reader's perspective of emotion are different in case of audio and its corresponding lyrics. The mood is transparent while adopting the audio only, where the polarity is transparent in case of lyrics.
In future, we plan to perform the same experiment on a wider set of textual features. Later on, we plan to develop a hybrid mood classification system based audio and lyrics features. We also plan to improve accuracy of the lyrics mood classification system using multi-level classification.
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